[Informative value of orthogonal electrocardiogram in the diagnosis of the left ventricular hypertrophy].
To estimate the informative value of orthogonal ECG parameters for the diagnosis of left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH). The study comprised 142 apparently healthy individuals and 125 patients with arterial hypertension (AH) and LVH (left ventricular mass index more than 125 g/m2 for males and more than 110 g/m2 for females). Characteristic curves (ROC curves) were used to describe and compare the informative value of vectorcardiographic, demapping criteria for L VH with the informavalue of the Sokolov-Lyons criterion, the Cornelian index, and the Cornelian product. The informative indices of orthogonal ECG were Rx + Sz and IADIM: the area under the ROC curve was 0.89 +/- 0.02 and 0.88 +/- 0.02, respectively, which was significantly higher than with the Sokolov-Lyons criterion (0.64 +/- 0.04; p < 0.05) and similar to the Cornelian product (0.84 +/- 0.03). Of great informative value is the angle phi (area under the ROC curve was 0.88 +/- 0.04) in males and the area of QRS loop in the horizontal plane (area under the ROC curve was 0.89 +/- 0.03) in females. With 96% specificity, the male sensitivity of IADIM was 80%, Rx + Sz--73%, which was significantly higher than that of the Cornelian index (56%; p < 0.05) and the Sokolov-Lyons criterion (27%; p < 0.05). With 96% specificity, the female sensitivity of IADIM was 73%, Rx + Sz--84%, SQRSxz--70%, which was significantly higher than that of the Cornelian index (49%; p < 0.05), the Cornelian product (55%; p < 0.05), and the Sokolov-Lyons criterion (30%; p < 0.05). The threshold values of the most informative indices of orthogonal ECG are presented, which could provide the optimum sensitivity-specificity ratios. These values allow cardiac lesions to be detected in hypertensive patients with normal 12-lead ECG.